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In the beginning was the Word.... ' B.D. No. 6852

June 15th 1957

n the beginning was the Word and the Word will exist for all eternity. The Word is the emanation of 
My love; it is My connection with every creation which, being conscious of its identity, desires to I
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unite with Me.... Because only this desire, the will to hear Me, will result in a being's ability to feel 
touched by the  Word's  inherent  strength  of  love.  The Word provides  the  being with evidence  of 
another being, Which thus speaks to it.... The Word emanated from Me when essence of being from 
within Myself entered into life. I gave the essence of being the ability to perceive something within 
itself which penetrated it as Word.... as a formulated thought.... and which demonstrated the presence 
of a second being wishing to communicate....

Only the 'created' being needed My Word and therefore it is said 'In the beginning was the Word'.... I 
Myself exist eternally, but as long as no other spiritual being but Myself existed it was not necessary  
to pronounce My Word: however, I intended to speak to the created spiritual being in order to intensify 
its bliss. It was unable to see Me but I wanted it to hear Me, it should be able to share My thoughts, 
which therefore sounded as 'Words'  within itself and which, in turn, stimulated the spiritual being 
itself to think, to freely use its mental capacity and its will.... because I had externalised the being to  
be independent, but it should also be able to stay in constant contact with Me through the exchange of 
thoughts, which expressed themselves through 'the Word'. I was filled with love beyond description 
when I created beings in the image of Myself and the urge to impart Myself to these beings motivated  
Me to speak to them and tell them of My love for them. In so doing they themselves also felt the bond 
with the Being, Which loved them in abundance.... Thus My love flowed into these beings in the form 
of My Word, and they too were able to respond to My love for they were the products of My love,  
therefore they were 'love' themselves in their fundamental nature.... They could also understand and 
reply to My Word. They were equally capable of communicating with each other by way of the 
Word.... but this always consisted of the thoughts which first flowed from Me to them in form of My 
Word.... For the Word came forth from Me, since I Myself Am the Word of eternity.... the all-creative 
strength, Which is love in Itself.

And the Word will exist eternally.... I Am eternal.... The Word had a beginning but it will remain 
forever because My created spiritual essence cannot cease to exist. Hence I will eternally speak to and 
thereby delight this spiritual being, just as the strength of My love will flow to the spiritual being 
thereby touching and delighting it in form of My Word. I Myself Am the Word, and I give evidence of 
Myself to My living creations by way of the Word. They can hear Me even if they are unable to see  
Me, and they can feel that I Myself speak to them.... their God and Creator of eternity, Whose infinite 
Fatherly love expresses itself in a way which verifies a link between the Creator and the creation, 
between the Father and His child. And the Word will sound for all eternity because the love for the  
creation cannot cease, and consequently the creation will also always experience this love....

I will always speak to My children, I will pronounce My Word throughout infinity, I will not just 
speak to the spiritual beings of light but I will also speak to people on earth, who know little as yet  
about the infinite love of the Father for His children.... In that case I will make use of a person who 
joins Me voluntarily and therefore serves Me as an instrument.... For all people shall know that I exist, 
and they shall also have proof of it in form of My Word, the outstanding divine emanation of love....  
However, whether they allow themselves to be addressed by Me, whether My Word touches their 
hearts, is only ever the result of good will, which I do not want to gain by force.... But anyone of good 
will  shall  also recognise Me Myself  in the Word, and anyone consciously allowing himself  to be 
addressed by Me has also received My illumination of love which will never be without effect.... And 
blessed is he who consciously allows himself to be spoken to by Me.... For he will enter the sphere of 
My love voluntarily, and then My love will constantly flow to him, and he will achieve the state again 
when he will hear Me always and forever because he has sincerely united with Me once again....

Amen

Information relating to purpose and reason of earthly life.... B.D. No. 8020

October 16th 1961

ou must always know that there is reason and purpose for your existence as human beings on 
earth.... It was not the Creator’s whim that placed you into this world but spiritual events which Y
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formed the foundation of your creation, events which happened a very long time ago in the spiritual 
kingdom. The beings, brought into existence by My will’s love, began to change.... The law of order, 
in which all perfect things had to exist, was overturned.... The externalised perfect beings changed 
themselves into the opposite, they trespassed the law of order and became imperfect.... However, their 
nature  changed of  their  own free  will,  i.e.  the  beings’ will  rebelled  against  the  existing  order,  it 
rebelled against Me Myself as their God and Creator, but Whom they nonetheless recognised because 
they were enlightened. Consequently, this occurrence in the kingdom of the spirits is the reason for 
your existence as human beings on this earth....

For you are the fallen spirits who had parted from Me of your own free will, you are the beings who  
once came forth from Me in highest perfection and voluntarily changed their nature to the contrary....  
you are those fallen spirits....  But eternities had passed between your apostasy from Me and your 
existence as human beings.... an infinitely long time had passed wherein the fallen being had to go 
through a process  of  change,  where it  was  exposed to incredible  suffering and torment,  where it 
gradually  evolved from the  abyss  to  the  pinnacle  again,  always subject  to  My guidance  because 
nothing that originates from Me remains eternally separated.... And thus one day you will reach the 
level of development when you will live as human beings on earth in order to cover the last short  
distance to the end.... in order to voluntarily achieve your return to your God and Father, from Whom 
you once had distanced yourselves in wrongly directed will.... If you look at your human existence in 
this light you will learn to understand how significant it is for you; you will no longer regard earthly 
life as an end in itself but as a means to an end, and you will live it consciously.

But it is difficult to make you believe that you are not just a whim of your God and Creator.... 
because you have no proof of what I tell you. However, just for once you should seriously consider 
that you yourselves and everything around you are works of wonder which could not have originated 
arbitrarily.... and after serious contemplation recognise a God and Creator and become convinced that 
there is nothing without purpose, and that your earthly life subsequently has to serve a purpose too....  
You should aim to make contact with the acknowledged creative power, which is always possible in 
thought, in prayer and by doing works of love.... In unity with Me a light will soon shine for you, very 
soon you will perceive a glimpse of the knowledge which you once possessed in full measure.

And the light within you will shine consistently brighter the more you seek unity with Me and you 
will achieve the purpose of your life: you will accomplish the transformation of your own free will....  
the change of your nature into perfection, which was your condition from the start.... You will kindle 
the tiny spark of love within you and turn it into a bright fire, which means as much as having entered  
the law of eternal order once again, where all perfect things have to exist.... You will be able to end an 
infinitely long process of development with the result that you will have adopted My fundamental 
nature again.... that you will have shaped yourselves into love and will once more be divine, perfect 
beings as you were in the beginning.... This is the purpose of your earthly life, which should prompt 
you to live consciously so that the last stage of the infinitely long process of development will enable 
the entirely spiritualised being to leave this earth in perfection and enter the kingdom of light and bliss 
from whence it once originated....

Amen

Is life on earth an end in itself or the means to an end.... B.D. No. 7100

April 23rd 1958

he life of a human being on earth would have no real reason if it was merely an end in itself....  
With other words, you humans would find it difficult to find a real reason for it because you can 

clearly see the vast differences between human destinies and would constantly question the purpose of 
a hard, sorrowful, miserable life. Yet you could find an immediate answer if you looked at life not as 
an end in itself but as the means to an end. If every person's fate were the same, if every human 
being's life consisted of harmony, no problems, pleasures and worldly happiness, hardly differing from 
other people's lives, then you could certainly believe that there is no deeper purpose to earthly life than 

T
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that  of life  itself.  But as soon as  you seriously think about  it  you will  not  be satisfied with this  
explanation.... you will search for a deeper reason and will certainly find it because it only requires a 
question on your part in order to give you an answer. And all human beings should ask themselves this 
question.... For it really does not show intelligence or intellectual activity if a person is satisfied to 
experience life merely as a whim of the Creator. Every person who claims to be intelligent would 
hardly use his time and effort making entirely useless things.... nor would he want to regard himself as 
an  entirely  useless  creature  with  the  sole  purpose  of  supporting  himself....  without  being  able  to 
determine the length of his existence.... Is earthly life an end in itself or the means to an end?....

It could be very beneficial for someone lacking in faith to raise this question. You humans are by no 
means  expected  to  have  blind  faith,  for  such  blind  faith  is  of  no  value.  But  you  can  use  your  
intelligence, you can consider every aspect of what you are required to believe. Serious thought can 
lead you to an acceptable result, and you can rest assured that such mental effort will be blessed if it is 
applied to achieve greater insight.... to the knowledge of what is still hidden from you humans but 
which need not remain hidden from you. To discover the purpose of earthly life as a human being is 
one such insight, since it belongs to the region of the unprovable, but it can nevertheless be gratifying 
to a person if he genuinely wants it. Because as soon as he realises that human life is merely the means 
to an end, increasingly more questions will arise in him. He will try to discover the true purpose and 
then also become aware of his own task, he will no longer be satisfied with just worrying about earthly 
life, he will learn to look at everything as determined by purpose.... and then he will find and pursue a 
spiritual attitude which will completely satisfy him....

The conscious life of a human being only begins when he understands the purpose of earthly life. 
Because then his thoughts will aim towards a goal which he will try to achieve. Only then will he 
himself  endeavour  to  start  improving  his  soul;  only  then  earthly  activities  will  move  into  the 
background, although he also will be able to master his earthly life with God's help, Who will bless 
this approach to life and repeatedly make new aspects accessible to him which will make him think 
and lead him to an ascent. An earthly life in the awareness of purpose can never be lived in vain; it has 
to result in spiritual success, whereas a person looking at life as an end in itself will not acquire any 
spiritual advantage. As soon as he is willing to love, questions about the real purpose of life on earth 
will also arise and then his thinking will change too. However, if he is unwilling to love.... which is 
usually the case with those who have not yet recognised the purpose of life.... one cannot speak of 
higher development, the person's soul remains as it was at the beginning of his embodiment, life on 
earth will have been in vain and then the immense blessing, which could have resulted in the highest 
reward, will be lost.... But every human being can come to the realisation that he lives on earth for a 
purpose because every human being has the ability to think, because he can weigh one thought against 
another and is therefore able to form his own opinion.

And on serious reflection he would definitely come to that  insight,  because he can recognise a 
certain purpose of lawful order within the creation of nature which he would also have to apply to 
himself.... or he would have a very limited capacity of thought, an attitude which could hardly be 
called intelligent. The human being can come to the realisation that there is a purpose to earthly life or 
he could not be held responsible for how he has used this earthly life. People who do not want to 
recognise a purpose of earthly life in fact deny this accountability, but enough evidence in the creation 
of nature can be found that no natural law, no divine order, can be trespassed without consequences. 
Thus the human being also has to accept a certain order for himself; he too has to feel part of this law 
of  order.  Thus  he  cannot  arbitrarily  shape  his  life  without  any responsibility  towards  God,  Who 
created everything, but he has to try to support the law of divine order. He has to acknowledge a 
Lawgiver,  and  then  he  will  also  feel  responsible  to  this  Lawgiver.  If  this  Lawgiver  is  not 
acknowledged, then the human being will not feel responsible to a Lord; then he is clearly still subject 
to a God-opposing power, which always tries to influence a person such that his earthly life will be to 
no avail, that any belief in a purpose and aim of earthly existence fades away, so that this power can 
hold on to him again for an infinitely long time....

Amen
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Process of creation and apostasy of the beings.... B.D. No. 8566

July 22nd 1963

elieve Me, I  will  gladly instruct you when I  recognise your longing for truthful knowledge, 
because I only emanate light and this light permeates the darkness.... However, you are still in an 

area of darkness where light has to be sent to you until you are so filled by it that you can also pass it 
on again yourselves.... But you will be receptive for My ray of light as soon as you desire clarification 
about  regions  which  are  still  in  darkness  to  you....  Then I  can  illuminate  you,  I  can  once  again 
gradually return you to the state of enlightenment and introduce you to knowledge which will make 
you happy. And there shall be light in you, you shall know where you came from and your final goal 
on earth.... You can only receive this knowledge from Me Myself, Who created you for My pleasure....

B

You came forth from Me Myself.... My strength of love externalised living creations who were like 
Me Myself, who were independent beings.... created by Me as miniatures of Myself. I gave life to 
these creations, i.e. they were able to create and work like Me, they were also able to hear My voice  
and therefore knew of Me Myself as their God and Creator, and they were faithfully devoted to Me 
and tremendously happy.... But you humans know little or nothing about the kingdom of these once 
blissful spirits.... This kingdom was originally created when I wanted to recognise Myself in images of 
Myself, when I created vessels into which I could pour My love.... I created spiritual beings because  
My infinite love wanted to give itself, it wanted to flow into similar beings whose perfection gave Me 
unimaginable bliss.... I created a spiritual world with living inhabitants for My delight, I populated it  
with creations of the most magnificent kind and rejoiced in the beings' bliss, to whom I gave such 
happiness because love, which was and remains My fundamental nature, motivated Me to do so....

This spiritual world existed for an infinitely long time in harmony and most intimate unity of all  
beings with Me, their Creator and Provider.... For an infinitely long time these beings' will and love 
concurred with Mine.... Because the first created being, which I Myself had externalised in complete 
perfection, loved Me deeply and devotedly. It found unlimited bliss by constantly creating new beings 
brought to life through his will and the use of My strength.... which corresponded to My will, because  
the love this being felt for Me resulted in the same will. Consequently, there was no discord in the 
spiritual  world,  nothing contradicted  My will,  it  was  a  world  of  unlimited  happiness  because  all 
spiritual beings were teeming with light and strength and were able to create by using their own will.... 
which was also My will as long as the strength of My love permeated all My living creations.... But 
this perfect state did not last.... For I did not constrain the spiritual beings by My will, I gave free will  
to every single being as a sign of its divinity....

The first created being.... Lucifer.... also had this free will.... and he misused it.... However, Lucifer 
could have voluntarily wanted the same as I Myself and he would have been infinitely happy and 
remained so forever.... But he misused his freedom of will and directed it wrongly, which resulted in a 
spiritual rebellion the consequences of which you humans cannot possibly understand. Nevertheless, 
you humans are the products of this past spiritual rebellion.... Lucifer, the first created being, with 
whom I was in constant contact through the Word, was able to think, as were all created beings, and 
therefore he was also able  to  infer  a wrong meaning to My Word....  He had free will  and could 
therefore also change the direction of his mind. He was able to leave the law of eternal order and set  
up completely wrong concepts and, by doing so, caused mental confusion in himself as well as in the 
beings  who followed him,  which  resulted  in  momentous  consequences....  He also  transferred  his 
wrong thoughts to the beings brought to life by his will and the use of My strength....  A general 
opposition to Me ensued, the beings resisted Me, they no longer accepted My illumination of love 
unreservedly and thereby grew weaker and darker.... They revolted against the law of eternal order, 
their thoughts made their own way....

This resulted in an incredible chaos in the host of the first created spirits who then had to decide 
whom they should follow.... which resulted in the desertion of countless beings from Me. However, I 
did not put to a stop to it, I only saw in it a means which would lead to even greater bliss than I could  
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give the 'created' beings.... who certainly had emanated from Me in all perfection but who nevertheless 
were always just My 'work'.... Now, after the apostasy from Me, they had the opportunity to return 
again as 'children' which would heighten their bliss by far, because the return to Me as a 'child' has to 
be achieved entirely voluntarily but then the being will  be completely independent from Me, My 
power and My will, yet it will exist totally within My will since, due to its perfection, it will have  
totally accepted My will.... You humans are on this way of return to Me while you live on this earth, 
and if  you are  of  good will  My eternal  light  of  love  can  permeate  you once  again,  and all  the 
knowledge you once possessed but voluntarily surrendered can be regained by you.... And I know of 
no greater bliss than to give you this knowledge, than to offer you My immense love and to change 
your state of darkness and ignorance, so that you will become as you were in the beginning, so that 
you will  achieve  unlimited  happiness  again,  so  that  you will  reach  your  goal  and return  as  true 
children to Me, your Father of eternity, Whose love is and eternally will be for you who once came 
forth from His love....

Amen

Cause and origin of creation.... B.D. No. 7770

December 12th 1960

our human existence is the result of your earlier apostasy from Me in the spiritual kingdom. It 
has  been  explained  to  you  many  times  already  that  you  yourselves  were  the  cause  of  the 

emergence of the earthly creation through which you, as creation’s crowning glory, shall once again 
achieve your  original  state  which you once  had voluntarily  surrendered.  I  brought  every kind of 
earthly creation into existence because of you, for I searched for and found a way for you to return to  
Me, and this way is the progress through the earthly-material works of creation. The last stage of this 
earthly progress is your human life.... And now you have to start your voluntary return to Me again, 
since you once parted from Me voluntarily. Because you are divine beings by origin who, as a sign of 
their divinity, possess free will. Your life as a human being gives you the opportunity to prove your 
divinity.... it gives you the opportunity to direct your free will towards Me and thus also to unite with 
Me again.... Then the earthly creations have served their purpose, they succeeded in achieving the 
work of return in accordance with My plan of eternity. And thus you have to view all creations as the 
result of your transgression against Me but also as your means of learning to acknowledge Me again.... 
you have to recognise creation as an expression of My love for you which I did not want to lose. You 
should know that My supreme wisdom recognised ‘creation’ as the most reliable means of winning 
you back.... And one day you will be able to see the progress you made through the creations for 
yourselves and be tremendously grateful for the mercy My infinite love bestowed unto the souls which 
otherwise would be lost.... Then the creation will no longer be a constraint for you, rather it will be 
such immense proof of My love that you yourselves will want to take part in the work of creating in  
order to give the spirits even more opportunities to return to Me for good....

Y

Just as love motivated Me to create, so will love not let you rest either, and then you will use the 
strength, which flows from Me to you, in accordance with My will: you will create and design for 
your own blissfulness.... But this requires a certain degree of maturity which you can acquire during 
your earthly life already if you use your free will correctly and direct it towards Me.... Then your soul 
will return to the original source of light and strength from whence it once originated, and then it may 
also receive light and strength in abundance, then it will be able to create and work with Me and be 
happy. And thus, on the one hand the works of creation are a constraint for the immature spirit, but on 
the other hand they are an opportunity for the free spirits to work lovingly and help the unredeemed 
souls.... On the one hand they are judged spirits themselves, and on the other hand they bring freedom 
to the spirits because all creations have to comply with their instructions to serve, thereby enabling the 
constrained spirit within to achieve freedom.... The redeemed spirit of light knows this and in its love 
is constantly active by forming new creations in accordance with My will, by taking part in creating,  
because it knows My eternal plan of Salvation and wants to help with the work of returning all spirit 
essence to Me. Hence the creation may well be considered My adversary’s realm because it contains 
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the  unredeemed  spirit....  however,  he  himself  cannot  influence  this  spirit  during  the  time  of  its 
constraint.... while the world of light protects this spirit and time and again can help it to become free.

Yet the human being has to fear his influence again. But he need only use his will correctly, he need 
only direct it towards Me and I will take care of him and truly release him from the hands of My 
adversary. However, he has to pass this test of will himself.... neither I nor My adversary will force his 
will in either direction, he has to prove his ‘divinity’ himself by asking for the light, from whence he 
once originated....

Amen

Creation is God's work.... B.D. No. 8613

September 11th 1963

y works  of  creation  demonstrate  My infinite  love  for  you,  My supreme wisdom and  My 
omnipotence.... because they solely originated for the sake of salvation, for returning the once 

fallen spirits. Thus the entire work of creation is the expression of My infinite love because it was 
especially intended for the spiritual beings which opposed Me, which therefore rejected My love and 
likewise were no longer worthy of My love.... And yet, precisely these opposing spirits motivated Me 
to bring forth works of creation so that they might give up their resistance and return to Me again.

M

Hence love paid no attention to the resistance at  first  but imprisoned the fallen beings,  i.e.  My 
wisdom and might disintegrated the beings into countless tiny particles and the strength of My love 
encased them....  it  reshaped the once emanated strength of beings into works of creation and My 
wisdom assigned them their purpose again.... Love, wisdom and power were constantly at work for 
the emergence of a work of creation; consequently, the creation was and is, in the true sense of the 
word, divine work which testifies of My fundamental nature and should appear to you humans as the 
greatest miracle, if you seriously think about it. And this creation will remain a miracle, for the works 
are not lifeless things but change constantly. The functions of the individual works of creation provide 
every thinking human being with the evidence of a living God full of wisdom, Whose strength of will  
and love is inexhaustible, Whose power is limitless.... Who constantly creates forms containing minute 
particles which are of service within the works of creation through the law of compulsion.... Since I 
withdrew these fallen spirits from My adversary's power, from the power of the spirit who once had 
caused their downfall, whom they once had followed voluntarily.... even though they belonged to him, 
precisely because they had followed him voluntarily.... he was deprived of his power over the spirits 
which My strength of love had turned into matter.... These beings were removed from the adversary's 
influence and are now subject to My law.... They were no longer free, since they had given up their 
freedom, but for their own sake I placed them into My law of service in a constrained state....

All of creation is a work of My love for this fallen, unhappy spiritual substance which travels the 
path through the creation in great agony.... But once the previously fallen being has made its way 
through the creation and then lives on earth as a human being he will also recognise the work of 
creation to a limited extent and can rejoice in it, since his state of agony is over. Before him he will see 
the works of creation in all their glory, which will give evidence to him of the Creator's love, wisdom 
and power as soon as he begins to abandon his last resistance to Me. He himself is indeed free to some 
extent but now he is subject to My adversary's influence again, who previously had no power at all 
over the being. The human being still  belongs to My adversary until  he has voluntarily detached 
himself from him....

And thus you have to understand correctly: Creation can and will please you humans because it is  
My work, but I used the strength which emanated from Me in the shape of spiritual beings for its  
origin.... I simply reshaped them into My love and wisdom's most diverse creations.... but they are 
nevertheless the fallen spirits in substance, thus part of My adversary, and they will remain so until 
they, entirely redeemed, return to Me again. You humans do not see the fallen spirit in creation but 
only see the works of My love, and you may enjoy them, you may recognise Me Myself therein and 
consider yourselves fortunate to have covered the path through My creations already and are nearing 
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your perfection. But you should also remember that the real world is a spiritual world which can only 
be  seen  by someone  with  spiritual  vision....  that  everything  visible  to  you humans  is  but  a  pale 
reflection of this  real spiritual world....  You should remember that all matter is hardened spiritual 
substance and that this solidification was again only the result of the resistance to Me, the rejection of  
My strength of love.... Then you will also understand that the material world in its substance is spirit  
in opposition to Me.... which My love and wisdom merely oblige to be of service in order to break its  
resistance and to return it to its original state once again.

Hence the solidification of spiritual substance was caused by the beings' apostasy from Me, and 
therefore the hardened spirit substance still belongs to My adversary until it is spiritualised once more. 
However, this does not prevent Me from removing his power over this spirit substance and reshaping 
it into all kinds of creations for the purpose of its final, voluntary withdrawal from him and return to 
Me. And thus creation always remains divine work, a work of My infinite love and wisdom which 
only I Myself, Who possesses all power and strength and Who can implement anything His love and 
wisdom wants and has recognised to be successful, was able to bring into existence....

Amen

Matter and Spirit.... B.D. No. 2494

October 4th 1942

hat is the world and its matter.... this question occupies many people and yet they are unable to 
solve it by virtue of intellectual thought. Everything visible is matter, i.e. substance that has 

solidified as a form. The substance, as it were, only became visible due to hardening since previous to 
that it was invisible, that is, spiritual substance. Spiritual substance is God’s emanated strength which, 
in accordance with His will, becomes what it is as soon as God has intended it to become a specific 
form. This form, in turn, is the unification of innumerable substances; hence it is a structure that can 
be dissolved to release every single substance again, if it is God’s will. Consequently, any form can be 
destroyed, matter is something that has no eternal existence because it is merely the cover for spiritual 
substances which are intended to evolve and as a result don’t stay in these covers forever. Although 
matter itself is also spiritual substance, i.e. in accordance with God’s will solidified spiritual strength, 
it  develops by means of continuous dissolution,  dispersion and re-shaping so that it  can,  after  an 
infinitely long time, occupy such a form itself too. Thus everything visible is spiritual strength that is 
still at the beginning of development, whereas the more mature spirit is invisible to the human eye and 
uses a visible form to live in.

W

Hence, in every form lives something spiritual, a being which is unconscious of itself but which 
longs for the unification with similar beings to increase the fullness of strength with this union, since 
every being strives for perfection. As soon as matter dissolves, i.e. when a form disintegrates, the 
released spiritual being strives towards equal spiritual beings which merge to give life to a new form. 
This process forms the basis for the uninterrupted becoming and passing in nature, it is therefore the  
cause  of  constant  life  and death  in  nature....  The  spiritual  substances  pass  through the  whole  of 
creation, partly alone, partly merged in immense numbers. Corresponding to these are the size and 
kind of the forms that surround them. Everything that encloses these spiritual beings is matter. But 
matter itself consists of spiritual substances which are at the beginning of their development and thus 
can  be  visible  to  the  human  eye  because  only  the  already  more  mature  spirit  is  invisible.  
Consequently, everything visible must be considered to be imperfect, i.e. spiritual substance which is 
very distant from God, which is starting its way of development.  The spirit  concealed within the 
visible form has already travelled this way and now strives towards God. Therefore a destruction, i.e. 
a passing away or dissolution of the form, or the transience of matter,  corresponds to God’s will  
because it enables the spiritual substance to continue its development....

Amen
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Everything has meaning and purpose.... Pests.... Weeds.... B.D. No. 7098

April 20th 1958

othing  in  creation  exists  without  purpose  and  goal....  But  you cannot  always  recognise  the 
purpose of a work of creation and often ask yourselves why one thing or another has been 

created, since, as far as you understand, it does not appear to serve any purpose. However, the very 
explanation should be sufficient for you that everything is ‘God’s emanated strength’ which one day 
should become active again, but that the effectiveness of this ‘strength’ varies considerably because its 
distance from God also varies considerably. And ‘distance’ is comparable to ‘opposition’....

N

Thus there is spiritual essence.... God’s once emanated strength.... whose opposition, in spite of a 
very lengthy process of development in the law of compulsion, has barely diminished. However, it 
continues its process of development in accordance with divine order and therefore constantly adopts 
new external shapes which allow for a gradual increase of activity, but again, this activity corresponds 
to the resistance of the spirit. Consequently it performs no obvious service for people or other works 
of creation but it nevertheless serves indirectly.... You will understand this when you think of the pests 
in the animal and plant kingdom, of all the vermin or poisonous plants.... just everything you think is 
useless or harmful in the creation of nature.... But all these organisms are carriers of divine strength 
which will also give the spiritual substances therein some opportunity for purification.... And at the 
same time these inconspicuous works of creation serve to sustain other creations again.... partly as 
food for larger living organisms, partly as fertilizer to nourish the plant world’s soil, although you 
humans cannot observe such interactions.... And again, they can serve the human being’s spiritual 
development which also requires many tests for a person to prove himself, be it in all manner of trials  
for patience or in a sensible attitude towards everything brought into existence by God’s will.

Nothing exists without meaning and purpose; whether the human being recognises the meaning and 
purpose of every creation is not significant but his faith in God’s wisdom, love and power should give 
him a  certain  amount  of  reverence  for  everything  that  has  been  created  or  he  will  doubt  God’s 
wisdom, love and power. All material forms serve as a great mercy for God’s once emanated flow of 
strength.... for the dissolved substances of the original spirits.... because they were seized by God’s 
love and thus placed into an external form.... And although the various external forms demonstrate 
their opposition to God.... God has nevertheless seized the spirit in order to guide it to its gradual 
ascent in the law of compulsion. That itself should teach you humans to view every work of creation 
with spiritual eyes, and you should bear in mind that God truly knows many things which are still 
hidden from you humans, hence you should not judge prematurely by criticising God’s creations, 
which you are really not entitled to do. Because once you believe that creation is God’s work, every 
work of creation has to be beyond doubt to you as well. And then you will learn to behold with loving  
eyes that which aroused aversion and dislike in you until now.... which is not to say that you should 
help it contrary to its natural function.

For  as  soon  as  it  proves  to  be  damaging  you  may  proceed  against  it  and  end  its  process  of 
development, because it is God’s will that these creations do not have a long lifespan. Hence you are 
entitled to shorten their lifespan, so that the spiritual substances can achieve a certain level of maturity 
in  ever  new external  forms  and  be  permitted  to  fulfil  serving functions  as  soon  as  their  former 
opposition has lessened, as soon as the spirit essence has been sufficiently calmed to be of willing 
service and thus continues its gradual ascent. And you humans should know that even you yourselves, 
i.e. your soul, hides such substances within itself which have had to cover the abovementioned path.... 
For everything your eyes are able to see is within you.... But God’s love, wisdom and power knows 
how to guide everything into the right order  for He only pursues one goal which He will  surely 
achieve one day....

Amen
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Process of development on earth.... B.D. No. 7800

January 21st 1961

hen earth came into existence, countless spiritual substances were able to embody themselves 
in its works of creation and gradually ascended during their evolutionary process, because the 

creations corresponded to the spiritual substances' inherent resistance, which was still unbroken but of 
different intensity. The works of creation were more or less hard matter, because even earth itself 
gradually evolved into a work of creation which was to shelter people one day.... the spiritual essence 
which had already covered the process of development to the point when all substances of a fallen 
original spirit had gathered once again and regained their self-awareness and free will....

W

But an infinitely long time had passed before the spiritual substance could reach this stage because 
earth  needed  this  time  in  order  to  produce  all  the  creations  required  by  the  spirit  for  its  higher 
development. And the human being should know that he has already spent infinite periods of time on 
this earth, that the stage of human being is the conclusion of an evolutionary process which his will 
can now bring to an end. He should also know that one day this infinite path will be shown to him in 
retrospect, but that this memory has to be removed from him as a human being, since his task as a 
human being concerns his  voluntary return to God. However, when he contemplates the countless 
wonders of divine creations surrounding him he should seriously ask himself what purpose they have 
to fulfil, and then he will receive clarification in his heart.... He will feel it, if the knowledge is not yet  
made accessible to him. And he should try to grasp the Creator's fundamental nature,  i.e.  request 
clarification about his relationship to Him. And this, too, will be given to him, since the goal of earthly 
life  rests  in  the  person  re-establishing  his  relationship  with  God,  which  he  once  voluntarily  had 
severed. For that was the 'fall of the spirits', they had separated from God of their own free will.... And 
thus.... during the last stage of their return to God.... they have to voluntarily restore their relationship 
with Him again and the purpose of their earthly progress will be fulfilled.

The  fact  that  creation  has  largely  contributed  in  returning  the  fallen  being  again  can  only  be 
understood by you humans when you have achieved this return, because you would never have been 
able to reach the ascent if the divine Creator had not taken you away from His adversary's power who 
had caused your  fall  into the abyss....  if  He had not  removed you from his  influence during the 
infinitely long time when you were integrated in the works of creation as tiniest particles of soul. His 
adversary had no control over you during this time, nevertheless you still belonged to him because you 
once followed him of your own accord into the abyss. But since you were completely without strength 
and  light  as  a  result  of  your  apostasy  from God,  your  path  of  return  to  God  would  have  been 
impossible for you. For this reason God Himself provided you with this path of return through His 
works of creation which,  in supreme wisdom and infinite love,  were shaped to give the spiritual 
substance the opportunity of  service in some form or other and thus, through  service,  reach ever 
higher levels of maturity. The spiritual particles which once belonged to an original spirit gathered 
again and, having achieved a certain level of maturity, commenced their last transformation.... For a 
brief period of time they were allowed to live on earth as a human being and had to be of  service 
again.... but of their own free will and with love.... The purpose of earthly life for every soul embodied 
in a human being is to liberate itself from every cover by way of loving service, to return to the 
spiritual kingdom again, when its earthly life has ended, as the free spiritual being it had been in the 
beginning.

However, it cannot achieve this spiritualization without help because it is burdened by the original 
sin which repeatedly pushes it down again.... i.e. during its earthly life God's adversary has the right to 
exercise his influence again, since the spirits once followed him voluntarily. And the fallen original 
spirit.... the human being.... would succumb to his influence once more were it not for the offer of 
guaranteed help: redemption through Jesus Christ.... in Whom God embodied Himself to redeem the 
guilt of sin for all fallen spirits through His sacrificial death on the cross.... This help by Jesus Christ,  
the complete redemption and forgiveness of his sin, is assured to him providing he wants it himself, 
providing he acknowledges Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation and he acknowledges Jesus as God 
Himself, Whom the original spirit once denied acknowledgment....
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And thus you humans are given a brief explanation concerning the cause and significance of the act 
of Salvation. You have to know this in order to fulfil the purpose of your earthly life, in order to 
understand the divine plan of Salvation too, which only ever aims to guide the spirit essence back to 
God and which will be carried out with love and wisdom, since He has every power at His command 
to one day achieve the goal He had set Himself when He created all spiritual beings....

Amen

Incarnation.... Instincts.... Preliminary stages.... B.D. No. 2775

June 15th 1943

he incarnation of a soul can take place when all substances, which have taken the earthly path 
within  the  many  diverse  creations  and  are  thus  developed,  have  joined  together.  The  soul 

substance of every work of creation has to be present in order to incarnate.... i.e. the human body 
becomes the cover for a soul which contains all  works of creation in miniature within itself.  The 
previous infinitely long earthly progress has resulted in the unification of all these substances who 
then await  their  last  embodiment.  They will  be assimilated as soul  into the human outer  shell  to 
experience the last stage of development. This incarnation is of varied duration due to the different 
substances’ state of maturity, which have had a certain amount of freedom during their preliminary 
stages already albeit they had acted under compulsion in accordance with God’s will. However, in the 
last stages before embodiment as human being this compulsory condition was gradually eased so that 
certain instincts could be lessened or even increased. This subsequently resulted in a higher or lower 
degree of maturity which, in turn, determines the duration of the last embodiment as human being. As 
soon as all soul substances have united as a human soul they strive for the last embodiment on earth,  
because they know that the human shell is their last physical cover and that they can be free from all  
earthly restrictions afterwards. For that reason the soul will only spend time where it is offered an 
opportunity to incarnate. Understandably it will incarnate where people’s nature adapts to its own 
degree of maturity, i.e. where people have the same instincts and attributes that match its own nature.

T

However,  this  does  not exclude that  a  differently inclined soul would not  try  to incarnate  with 
unfamiliar natured people in order to hasten its embodiment. But then it often has to struggle with 
added difficulties during its earthly life as its nature is not taken into account and it is unable to fulfil  
the expected requirements. Nevertheless, since the soul knows the path of its earthly life in advance it 
is not stopped if it makes this choice itself, since it has the resources at its disposal to achieve its final  
maturity in every embodiment. Due to its earlier many diverse shapes it has every aptitude within 
itself at various degrees and can increase or reduce them at will. Thus it is not incapable and the 
strength to do so is likewise given in accordance with its will. However, if it strives half-heartedly it 
will remain in the same state of maturity prior to its incarnation as a human being, in that case the 
incarnation has not resulted in higher development. Although at  the time of death it will  shed its  
physical cover but its desires and instincts, which it was meant to overcome during its earthly life, still 
connect it to the material world. Therefore it has not taken full advantage of its earthly incarnation, 
and when it realises that it has wasted the right to become a child of God and can no longer achieve it  
either,  it  experiences  an  indescribable  state  of  remorse;  even  though  it  still  has  infinitely  many 
opportunities in the beyond to arrive at the contemplation of God. Yet one day an incarnated soul has 
to give account before God how it has used earth’s opportunities and what spiritual progress it has 
achieved at the time of death, because the embodiment as human being is a mercy that cannot be 
valued highly  enough;  it  is  a  gift  which the human being should cherish appropriately by doing 
whatever advances his development because he cannot return to earth again once he has left it....

Amen
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Did the human being evolve or was he a new creation?.... B.D. No. 8235

August 9th 1962

here can be no contradictions in the spiritual knowledge you receive from Me Myself, which My 
spirit has imparted to you who are of service to Me and who have the task to pass on the pure  

truth from Me to your fellow human beings, to spread My Word which should enlighten you. Because 
I want to shed light onto the spiritual darkness in which people live and especially when you desire an 
explanation yourselves:

T

It took an infinitely long time for the creation work 'earth' to become what it is now.... a creation 
which  should  enable  people  to  achieve  final  perfection.  And during  this  infinitely  long time  the 
original spirits, having been dissolved into the tiniest of particles, passed through countless works of 
creation in order to evolve ever more. The solidified spiritual substance gradually became alive, as 
you have been told several times already. It covered the infinitely long way in a state of compulsion, 
i.e. all creations fulfilled the purpose and task given to them by Me.... no constrained being could 
make its own decisions but gradually matured.... Forms were created for spiritual substances of all 
degrees  of  maturity  aspiring  to  ascend;  the  forms  of  the  mineral,  plant  and  animal  world  were 
infinitely diverse, and they all were brought to life by the minute particles of the fallen original spirits, 
which progressively united and finally became smaller and larger living organisms. On leaving their 
forms they united again and finally were embodied into forms which already rather resembled the 
shape of a human being.

The whole lengthy course of development was subject to My law, in other words, all events in this 
creation which emerged through My will took place in accordance with natural law. As a result of their 
fall into the abyss the original spirits had lost their self-awareness. However, one day they should 
regain this self-awareness again and embody themselves in the last form as a human being, in order to 
then bring the path of higher development to a close. The final forms in the compulsive state therefore  
became increasingly more human-like but they had no self-awareness as yet, they acted instinctively 
in accordance with My will.... although they already performed functions which resembled those of a 
human being....  However,  they  were  unable  to  think,  they  lacked reason and  free  will  and were 
therefore not accountable. They were impelled into action by spiritual intelligences, just like every 
spiritual being still constrained within the form was subject to supervisors, who likewise transferred 
My will onto the constrained spiritual being through natural law. And then came the time when free 
will could be returned to the matured original spirits by which they then should be tested as to whether 
they wanted to return to Me or remain with My adversary.... And for those original spirits I created the 
form of the human being....

All works of creation, especially the ever larger created living beings, originated through My will, in 
as much as My thoughts took shape.... And for this reason these living beings were represented in the 
most varied forms, yet every form was different.... There were the most diverse species bearing no 
resemblance to each other, which continued to reproduce themselves but always remained the same 
creatures.... When the first original spirits had attained a level of maturity which required the form of 
the human being, My will once again brought forth a work of creation which was truly a work of 
wonder in the whole of My creation.... This being was structured incredibly intricately; it was created 
in accordance with My will so that it could fulfil its earthly task.... a being which I 'created', but which  
did not 'evolve' from the already existing human-like creations.... Because it was intended for this 
form to shelter an original spirit, a being which was once externalised by Me in My image and which 
was to become what it used to be once again.... And therefore it had to be equipped with intelligence, 
free will and self-awareness, and these did not gradually evolve in the animal-like beings but they 
were given to the human form when the original spirit took possession of the first form.... and they 
will always be given to every human being as part of his soul when, as divine breath, it gives life to 
the human being at birth....

Afterwards people indeed reproduced themselves again in accordance with My law of nature but 
they will always remain the same living creations as the first human being, Adam, was. They will not 
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change into other living creations, but any change will always purely be an act of the soul which at 
first  can  still  be  disinclined  towards  Me  and  during  its  time  as  a  human  being  achieve  highest 
perfection.... The human body, however, will remain as I created it when Adam's soul took possession 
of it.... Although the act of creating earth with everything in, on and above it, with all dead and living 
creations,  certainly  required  an  infinitely  long  time,  but  at  the  same  time  a  phase  of  higher 
development had come to an end for the fallen spiritual essence when the minute particles of an 
original spirit had gathered again and the last process of return to Me began....

And this existence on earth as a human being also required a new work of creation by Me, a form 
which could do justice to all demands in order to take the last test of its own free will. And thus the 
human being can consider himself a special creation by Me, because he is the only being on earth with 
the gift of intelligence, reason and free will.... the marks of divine origin. He is therefore also able to 
recognise above himself a God and Creator Who gave him life, and therefore he can also achieve final 
perfection on this earth if his free will genuinely strives for it....

Amen

What is the soul.... B.D. No. 6647

September 17th 1956

here  is  still  a  complete  lack  of  clarity  about  problems  which  cannot  be  solved  by  human 
intelligence  alone  and  where  God's  spirit  has  to  work  even  though  its  working  is  rarely 

acknowledged.  But  only  He  is  able  to  give  a  clear  answer  to  questions  that  concern  unsolved 
problems. However, even the results of such working of the spirit are doubted although they alone 
correspond to the truth. Irrespective of what question is asked, only the answer given to people by God 
Himself through His spirit will always be correct....  However, 'spirit'  should not be confused with 
'intellect' because intellect can just as well reason in the wrong direction.... There is no guarantee that 
intellectual results correspond to truth or so many different opinions and points of view would not 
exist, all claiming to be truth but all merely gained by means of intellect....

T

The 'spirit',  however,  is the radiance emanated by the Eternal Truth Itself which gives light,  i.e. 
knowledge which is simply accepted by the intellect, for which there is no evidence. But the 'spirit of 
God' provides absolute innermost conviction, it  provides comprehensive clarification even without 
making special use of the intellect:.... The concept of 'soul' cannot be tangibly explained to someone 
unless he has already acquired a certain amount of 'spiritual knowledge' because the soul is something 
spiritual, it has no earthly-physical quality and can therefore only be explained spiritually. The soul is 
the fluid essence which gives life to the body, to the physical form.... The soul is the actual life, the 
human being's true ego, which is sheltered in an external physical shell, which cannot be seen but is 
always present as long as energy expresses itself in it. Without the soul the human being would not be 
a self-aware being. The soul is God's once emanated strength which He externalised as a spiritual 
being to whom He gave an independent life. And this being was endowed with free will and the ability 
to think.... The fact that and why this spiritual being.... the soul.... shelters within the human body 
during its earthly life is a separate issue; first it should be explained that it is the soul which thus 
enables the human being to think, feel and want.

It should be emphasized that the soul is the animator of all organs, that every physical activity, every 
prompting  of  will  and  feeling  is  the  expression  of  the  soul  within  the  body....  which  is  indeed 
something spiritual that cannot be seen by the human eye and which.... if it could be seen.... would 
fully resemble its external human shell. It is the soul which continues to live after the death of the 
body and which then can also be seen by other souls whose degree of maturity enables their spiritual 
vision. The soul can therefore never be explained as some kind of physical substance....  it  is and 
remains spiritual substance, thus God's spiritual emanation, which is intended to fulfil a purpose on 
earth.... It is indestructible and immortal but can differentiate itself from other souls by its emission of 
light, and the purpose of its earthly life consists of increasing the degree of light which it had once 
darkened of its own free will....
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It is not possible for anyone to explain the essence of soul purely scientifically because the soul is 
nothing tangible nor explicable with human senses but strength from God's strength, Whose essence is 
and remains equally inexplicable but Who cannot be denied by thinking people. Just as the soul is the 
true Self of the human being which cannot be defined either, which exists yet cannot be proven, which 
certainly controls the functions of the physical organs but can also exist without the body, whereas the 
body without the soul is completely lifeless matter even if all organs are still unchanged.... But the life 
is missing as soon as the soul leaves the body.... something is missing that activates the body, which 
triggers the organs' functions, which decisively influences the brain voluntarily and which arouses the 
stirring of every resolve in a person.... And this thinking, wanting and feeling something.... the soul.... 
now exists in other spheres but always as the same being which previously inhabited the body. And 
therefore it  can also be recognised in the realm of the beyond which, however,  requires a certain 
degree of maturity.... 

Amen

Self-awareness of the original spirit.... B.D. No. 7569

April 5th 1960

very  original  spirit  regains  its  self-awareness  when  it  lives  as  a  human  being  on  earth  and 
recognises  itself  as  a  human  being.  Then  all  the  small  particles  of  soul,  which  were  once 

dissolved for the purpose of return through creation, are gathered in the spirit again, and then the being 
will be able to acquire the degree of maturity which it originally possessed as a created spirit, which it  
had renounced and now has to regain in order to enter the spiritual kingdom as a spirit of light. And 
thus every human being is an embodied original spirit, a once fallen being, My eternal love's product 
of creation, which had merely left Me of its own free will and therefore also has to return to Me again 
of its own choice.

E

But the human being does not know what he was, what he is and what he should become again.... He 
first needs a certain level of maturity before he can receive and understand this knowledge....  He 
certainly recognises himself as a human being soon enough but not as a spiritual being that is to fulfil  
its purpose, and since he only recognises himself as a human being living on earth, his thoughts are 
more directed towards the world. And this usually prevents spiritual awareness which he will only 
experience when he turns away from the world towards the spiritual kingdom. Then it is possible to 
inform him of his real purpose, and then he will be able to accept and adjust to it voluntarily, which 
will certainly result in his full spiritual maturity. However, once he has accepted it he will also be 
happy at the thought and the certainty of belonging to the original spirits which I externalised as living 
creations and which return to Me as children, and as human beings are therefore approaching their 
perfection.

And only the human will needs to be good, because then it will focus on Me of its own accord. The  
human being asks for his God and Creator and this resolve is already the right decision, it will have 
passed the test of will which confronts the original spirit as human being on earth. Life on this earth 
does not last long but it can fully suffice for a person to spiritualise himself so completely that he 
acquires the degree which results in the childship to God, i.e. which returns the original spirit into a 
state of perfection again. On account of his resolve he will have achieved the highest degree himself 
and can then stay in closest proximity to Me where the direct emanation of My love is assured to 
him.... even though every original spirit will be able to ascend ever higher once he is allowed to enter 
the kingdom of light, provided the right decision of will was made on earth. And every original spirit 
is ecstatically happy when he becomes aware of the infinitely long path he had travelled in order to 
achieve the greatest abundance of light, in order to be immensely blissful.... And he will sing My 
praises and give thanks and glorify Me eternally, he will be and remain My child which will never 
leave Me again, which will create and shape in accordance with My will for its own happiness....

Amen
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The soul - Carrier of all works of creation.... B.D. No. 2344

May 24th 1942

he substances of soul demonstrate in their composition an extreme finely constructed formation 
that would strike the human being as enchanting if he could see it. There is nothing that is not 

present in this creation.... Everything in creation can be found in miniature in the soul because the 
individual substances had animated every work of creation and therefore also retained the shape of 
these previous forms, who multiply by continuous association and therefore constantly change and 
perfect the overall image. A human being’s comprehension would not suffice to imagine all these 
works of creation, yet one day he will, overwhelmed by the wisdom and omnipotence of the Creator, 
behold the image that reveals to him the most amazing magnificence. The least and most insignificant 
work of creation holds again thousands of miniature creations within itself which in turn also exhibit 
everything that is represented in God’s great work of creation. The human soul, however, is carrier of 
all these creations, i.e. it is composed of countless substances, each one has already fulfilled its task in 
creation and hence was permitted to unite for the last and greatest task.... to complete the infinitely 
long earthly progress as a human soul. No other work of wonder in all of God’s great creation is so 
extraordinary beautifully shaped as the human soul.... And it is proof of its perfection when the soul 
can behold itself as in a mirror and perceive its own glory, i.e. when it sees itself in the most radiant  
light in many thousand-fold shapes and formations,  and thus the contemplation of itself  causes it 
unimaginable  happiness  because  the  vision  of  the  entire  work  of  creation  is  an  overwhelmingly 
beautiful experience for the soul. And the soul’s contemplations will never end because the image 
reshapes itself  time and again; constantly more enchanting works of creation emerge since God’s 
wonders are endless and so is what His love provides to His living creations who are perfect and thus 
enlightened....  They  always  and  ever  feel  His  love  and  as  a  result  experience  ever  increasing 
happiness.... There will be no conclusion, no limit of what the spiritual eye may behold.... And nothing 
remains unchanged, which denotes a state of bliss for the being which progressively increases and 
therefore requires constant transformation of the being’s spiritual vision....

T

Amen

Psychological work.... B.D. No. 3661

January 19th 1946

crutinize yourselves and recognise your weaknesses.... and then strive to overcome them. This is 
psychological work, that you try to shape yourselves into human beings who remain within My 

order,  who  live  in  accordance  with  My will  and  thus  shape  themselves  to  love.  Because  every 
weakness, every mistake, every bad habit has its source in unkindness and selfishness. Gentleness, 
peacefulness, humility, patience, mercy and justice are signs of love for other people; if you lack any 
of these signs you are not filled with love and need to actively work on yourselves. But in order to do 
so you have to recognise your weaknesses and faults yourselves and this requires honest analysis, 
serious reflection and correction of your relationship with Me and your fellow human beings. You 
have to acknowledge Me as Father and every man as brother because you are all children of one 
Father. And you children should love each other, then you will find My favour, because then I Myself 
will be able to stay with you, My children. However, every bad habit prevents Me from doing so and 
this is to your disadvantage because without Me, without My presence, you will remain weak and 
imperfect and will not be able to achieve your goal on earth.

S

Your goal is to become perfect, to change yourselves into love and to change your nature into the 
original state that you once abandoned voluntarily. For you are only happy in your original state and 
as  long as  you are  far-away from it  your  fate  on  earth  as  well  as  in  the  spiritual  realm will  be 
insufficiency,  ignorance  and weakness.  I,  however,  want  to  lead  you back to  happiness  and thus 
constantly caution you to aspire towards it; that you start the work of transforming your being; that by 
observing  your  inner  self  you  learn  to  become  aware  of  how  little  your  thoughts  and  actions 
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correspond to My will because you are still  selfish. And therefore you have to make an effort  to 
change this

imperfect state, practicing love wherever and whenever an opportunity presents itself. Because you 
can only become happy with love, you can only master your faults and bad habits with love.

And if you cannot feel this love within yourselves as yet then use your intellect to shape yourselves 
into righteously thinking people.... be gentle and peace-loving, humble and patient and try to bring 
help to your fellow human beings.... and the feeling of love will awaken in you, it will make you 
happy and encourage  you to  perform loving deeds.  Then you will  no longer  be  moved by your 
intellect but by your heart, then you will be on the right path. Therefore observe yourselves, meditate 
and seriously ask yourselves whether you think and act righteously, and your heart will answer you....  
And I Myself will come to your aid, providing you genuinely ask yourselves this question, I will give 
you  strength  to  carry  out  what  you  seriously  want,  and  the  work  on  your  soul  will  advance 
successfully, you will find it satisfying yourselves, submit to My will and continue your ascent as soon 
as it is your will to become perfect....

Amen

The soul will reap what it has sown.... B.D. No. 7656

July 26th 1960

ou should not entertain deceptive ideas that you can gather treasures for your earthly life because 
you will lose them faster than you had acquired them. I caution you not to strive after earthly 

possessions and get attached to them, and time and again I will  show you the transient nature of 
worldly possessions. You spend much time and effort when it comes to collecting worldly treasures 
and rarely consider that you cannot keep them, that you have to let go of them when you leave this 
earth, but that they can also be taken from you by other means if this is My will. You only appreciate 
what belongs to the world and yet is temporary; but you ignore the eternal.... you only take care of 
your body and ignore your soul.... And thus you use your energy of life wrongly, you only use it for  
your physical well-being but inconsiderately prepare a wretched fate in eternity for your soul. Because 
during your earthly life you do not give to the soul that which serves its perfection alone, you let it 
starve, whereas you excessively provide for your body without ever gaining from it. Because even 
your earthly life can end from one day to the next, and then you will enter the kingdom in the beyond 
poor and empty-handed and will have to suffer much pain.

Y

For once you should think about the fact that you yourselves have no control over your life, that  
your life on earth could be short and that death could approach you any day without your being able to 
prevent  it.  And you should think about  the 'thereafter'....  but you do not  believe that you are not 
obliterated at the moment of death, you do not believe in the soul's continuation of life and that this 
life will then be in accordance with your life on earth and your concern for your soul's salvation. And 
on account of this unbelief you live thoughtlessly and do not question the meaning and purpose of 
your earthly life. You are content when you get what you like on earth, when you provide the body 
with a sense of well-being and collect many earthly possessions for the future....  And you do not 
actually know whether you will still have a future. However, you all know that you will have to die 
one day.... And this knowledge should make you want to evaluate your earthly life consciously. But 
you lack faith, faith in a God and Creator, Who will hold you accountable for your conduct on earth  
one day. And because you do not believe, you are indifferent.

But you can all be certain that the hour of your accountability will come and that your regret will be  
bitter when you find yourselves in great spiritual poverty in the kingdom of the beyond and eventually 
realise what you had neglected on earth due to your own fault. Because it is by grace that you were 
allowed to become embodied on earth, and not to have used this grace will be bitterly regretted by the 
soul one day since it will never be able to make up for its neglect, although in the kingdom of the 
beyond it will also receive help to ascend from the abyss, but the circumstances are far more difficult 
than they are or were on earth. You should not live so thoughtlessly because the hour will come for 
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every human being when he has to leave the earthly body and then the soul will enter the spiritual 
kingdom.... Although this hour can bring much pleasure and joy it can also bring great darkness and 
pain.... but always in accordance with the human being's own will which he had demonstrated by his 
conduct during his earthly life.... He will reap what he has sown, he will enter the kingdom of light 
and bliss, or he will  be received by darkness which will not release him again until  the soul has 
changed its attitude and then, with loving support, it will walk the path of ascent....

Amen

Immortality of the soul.... B.D. No. 1874a

April 4th 1941

he teaching of the immortality of the soul is not accepted by many people because they compare 
it to earthly transience. In their opinion nothing on earth is permanent, everything passes away, 

and hence they believe that they are no exception to this natural law. The earthly body decays indeed, 
that is, it seemingly disintegrates and passes away. But the human being does not consider that the 
apparent disappearance is only the means of transition into a new form. On reflection he will have to 
conclude  that  everything  earthly  serves  some  purpose,  and  he  will  observe  that  even  the  most 
insignificant creations are somehow related to one another and therefore not without purpose.

T

When such a work of creation fades away numerous other creations absorb the remainder of the 
first, which thus serves them and continues to live on in the new creations. He only has to seriously  
observe an outer transformation and he would have to admit that the inner life cannot vanish either. 
And he should at least grant the human being this inner life too.... he has to make it clear to himself 
that the human soul, the emotional life, cannot be discontinued arbitrarily.... that this emotional life is 
the essential significance of every embodiment. The outer form is of no use unless the inner core is  
acknowledged by humanity.

Immortality of the soul.... B.D. No. 1874b

April 4th 1941

he construction of a human being always requires the same components: body, soul and spirit.  
The  body....  the  external  form....  performs  the  functions  which  are  determined  by  the  soul. 

Consequently the body is just the agent through which the soul's will is accomplished. At the moment 
of death the soul no longer needs an agent for service as it did on earth.... i.e. in the visible work of 
creation.... because it changes its environment and moves into regions where nothing externally visible 
needs to be done. The body, which was just the instrument for the earthly path during which the soul 
should have formed itself into the carrier of the divine spirit, becomes unnecessary.

T

The spirit, the third component of the living being, lies in fact dormant in every human being and 
only becomes active when the will of the soul pays more attention to the spirit than to the body, that is, 
when the soul considers the earthly demands less important than the demands of the spirit, which 
always amounts to earthly needs becoming secondary. Although body, soul and spirit belong together 
they nevertheless can have separate goals. The soul can direct its will more towards the demands of 
the body, but it can also disregard those and make its will available to the spirit within itself. And it is 
precisely this direction of will that decides its life in the beyond, i.e. the state the soul finds itself in  
after the earthly life, which can be blissful or distressing. The earthly life, the function of the body, is 
therefore just a temporary condition for the soul. The soul impels the body to all actions on earth but it 
has by no means ceased to exist when the body cannot perform its function any longer. The soul has 
indeed left the body because it moves into regions where it no longer requires an exterior form.

But to consider the soul dead as well would be a completely wrong concept of its essence.... because 
the soul is something that cannot pass away. Indeed, when the human body is dead the soul can no 
longer determine it's  functions; it  can, due to a lack of maturity because it  had not given enough 
consideration to the spirit within itself, also fall into a state of inactivity; but it can never 'cease to  
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exist'. Because the soul is something spiritual that is everlasting, while the body consists of earthly 
substance,  of  matter,  and is  therefore subject  to  constant  change and finally  disintegrates  into  its 
components as soon as the soul has left the body....

Amen

Passing through each form is necessary.... (Microcosm?) B.D. No. 0716

December 19th 1938

Your friends from the other side lovingly turn towards you to fulfil your desire, and thus receive:

The world as such has only one purpose, namely, to lead the many living beings, who are carriers of 
spiritual substances, towards higher development, which can only take place in an environment where 
all manner of conflicts occur, of which the world offers an adequate amount. Be it on earth or on the 
many other celestial bodies, living beings everywhere have to face unforeseeable difficulties and need 
all their strength to overcome them. However, such strength is present in every living being, since 
every living being receives strength to exist in the first place. Further development therefore always 
depends on how this strength within the living being is utilised. That means, the sooner any activity 
incumbent upon the living being is carried out, the faster the spiritual intelligence is released from its  
surrounding form and the next stage of development can begin.

Now it is possible to ask, which form guarantees the fastest development for living beings.... And the 
answer to this question can only be that it is vital to pass through every form.... and that a limit can 
only be set where the unification of innumerable small particles of soul result in one whole, when all 
substances of soul are present to give life to the final embodiment.... the form of the human being. The 
most subtle movement in the human being, the most gentle emotion is only due to the finely tuned 
soul, which in turn is composed of even more subtle particles of soul. These are a most important 
requirement in the construction of the whole as they, in turn, guarantee the completed soul the most 
delicate emotions and perceptions for the smallest miracles of creation by divine love. If these tiniest 
of components did not exist the human being would not understand current and future miracles of 
creation.... he simply would not be able to see something that is not already alive within himself.... he 
must have everything that exists in creation as the smallest components within himself.... that is, every 
substance must be a part of his soul, only then can he also observe what is outside of himself.

This instruction in turn raises the question as to what kind of components the small living beings 
consist of, and this is easy to explain: they all carry substances of yet smaller living beings within 
themselves  but  accordingly  can  only  instinctively  feel  what  has  already  progressed  further  in 
evolution, yet at the same time they control what already exists in these living beings as substance. 
Knowledge of this important information in the doctrine of creation is of greatest advantage for the 
human  being  because  from this  he  will  learn  to  understand  the  complex  composition  of  human 
nature.... On the basis of this fact he can judge that the human being is indeed the crest of divine 
creation, so to speak....  that he,  i.e. his soul, is so delicately constructed within himself,  that it  is  
impossible for such a work of art to have been produced by a wise Creator merely for the duration of  
earthly life, because everything he sees in nature, be it in the region of mineral, plant or animal life, 
exists in atoms within himself. The human being incorporates the whole work of creation in miniature 
within himself.

Therefore,  he  also  has  to  overcome  within  himself  the  opposition  that  approaches  him  from 
outside.... from the world.... which means that countless external dangers motivate the human being 
into strongest resistance....  while likewise the spiritual atmosphere is stimulated by the continuous 
resistance and permanent struggle of the different substances of soul and only can become stronger 
and the soul open to higher truths of light in this way. Just as every living being, even the smallest, has 
to perform a specific task so has the human being, as the carrier of all these substances. And this task  
consists first and foremost of spiritualising all substances of soul that are still in harmful opposition to 
their real task, who would still prefer to perform the earthly task which is their nature due to their past  
earthly duty in an earlier form. For this reason the human being has to fight against many faults, 
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mistakes and bad habits since the character of the substances bound in the soul repeatedly comes 
through and would like to  seduce the  flesh,  the earthly  cover,  into  compliance,  which should be 
strongly resisted during earthly life. And only in this way can it be understood that the human being 
has an extraordinary responsibility during earthly life; that there must be a continuous struggle to 
triumph at the end of the day truly spiritualised as victor against all dangers and to have resisted all 
temptation. After all, how often indeed is the spirit willing but the flesh weak....

Amen

Body, soul and spirit.... Explanation.... B.D. No. 4757

October 9th 1949

eople cannot understand the relationship between body, soul and spirit, which makes it difficult to 
explain to them the working of the spirit. The spirit is in opposition to the body, whereas the soul 

finds itself between both, thus it effectively has to side with either the body or the spirit but it can 
never pay attention to both. In the beginning of embodiment as a human being the soul is totally 
attached to the body. Hence it endeavours to fulfil the body's every desire, that is to say thought, 
feeling and will.... the human soul.... are wholly focussed on the body which, still consisting of matter  
itself, also seeks to unite with matter. Thus the person will long for material possessions because they 
epitomise the body's satisfaction. Therefore the spirit will not come into its own, the soul ignores the  
spirit's demands, the spirit cannot find acceptance because the body is still stronger and completely 
occupies the soul, thus dominating its thoughts and aspirations. However, the soul can also recognise 
the worthlessness of earthly things, it can consider its bodily wishes to be unimportant, it can demand 
more of earthly life than mere material goods.... then the spirit comes into its own.... Then it will 
express itself and be listened to by the soul. The soul will start to move in a different direction, it will 
no longer ask for the body but strive for spiritual values. It will accept being taught, that is, it shall  
willingly accept what the spirit conveys. Indeed, it will feel happy and pay consistently less attention 
to the body, or it will try to incline the body to do what the spirit demands of the soul.... to renounce  
earthly matter in exchange for spiritual knowledge. Now the spirit will be victorious over the body. 
Both spirit and body try to win the soul for themselves. And as soon as the spirit has succeeded in 
displacing the desires of the body, it is the stronger....

P

But what is meant by spirit?.... The spirit is the Divine in the human being; it is that which identifies  
the human being as God's living creation, the spirit is the bond which connects the human being to the 
eternal Father-Spirit.  It is the human being's realisation that he will always be in contact with the 
Father of eternity. The human being only recognises himself as God's living creation when the spirit 
becomes  active,  until  then  he  will  merely  be  conscious  of  himself  as  a  living  being  who wants 
whatever life has to offer. But once the human being recognises himself, the world will no longer 
mean anything to  him.  Then he will  search for  higher  values,  then  his  thoughts  will  be directed 
towards the spiritual kingdom, then he will try to make contact with the One Who gave him life, then 
his thoughts will be right and his wishes and actions in accordance with divine will. Then the spirit of  
God will be working within the person. The soul subsequently will give itself to the spirit to be guided 
and taught so that body, soul and spirit unite at last and seek unity with God, because the human 
being's spirit constantly strives towards the Father-Spirit to Whom he is, and remains, inseparably 
joined for eternity....

Amen

The soul.... The spiritual spark in the human being.... B.D. No. 1618

September 18th 1940

he human soul  is  the unification of  countless  soul-substances  which are assembly points  for 
spiritual strength, i.e. which are receptacles for the spirit of God. Each one of these countless 

substances  was  previously  embodied  somewhere  else,  that  is,  enclosed  in  an  outer  form for  the 
purpose of the spirit’s higher development and for the prospect of later unification with an equal 

T
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substance. Hence each single substance of the human soul has passed though every work of creation 
and has, so to speak, matured for its last embodiment on earth. The soul always assumes the same 
shape as its surrounding outer shape.... If a person with spiritual vision would contemplate the human 
soul in its composition he would be presented with an incredibly charming and varied picture. This  
work of God’s creation, invisible to human beings, is beyond description, both in its structure as well  
as in its usefulness. But a description of the formation of the soul would only confuse human thought 
for  he  cannot  understand  the  countless  miracles  within  the  human  body.  What  human  beings 
understand to be ‘soul’ is all of creation in miniature. The soul is the innermost part of the human 
being and includes the whole of creation.... intended to become enlightened during its life on earth and 
in glorification of God to enjoy the delights of heaven.

The soul has the divine spirit within itself. Although the original substance of the soul is also spirit in 
all its phases of evolution.... the divine spark of spirit is placed into the incarnating soul of the human 
being by God Himself.... He instils His breath into the human being.... He places the divine into him 
and gives the soul the task to chose between the divine and the human during its last existence on 
earth. If the soul.... the spirit out of God which at one time had opposed God.... is now willing to unite 
with the divine spirit, the transformation of what was once far away from God begins and the human 
soul becomes enlightened. The unity of the human soul with the divine spirit occurs when the soul 
steadfastly overcomes all human desires, which, for the purpose of testing and for strengthening of the 
will, cling to the human body as temptation.... when it resists all that the body as such requires and 
willingly submits to the requirements of the divine spirit.

Then the soul finally surrenders its former resistance to God. It chooses God, it is no longer in 
conscious opposition to the divine and accepts the emission of love, the strength, to increase the spirit 
within itself, to bring about the unity of the spirit within itself with the spirit outside of itself, and thus  
consciously strives to draw closer to God. If, however, the body’s desire dominates then the divine 
spark of spirit stays dormant and completely buried deep within the human being, it cannot emit light 
and the soul dwells in utter darkness. Its earthly life goes by without the smallest accomplishment; the 
spirit within is condemned to stagnate, its earthly process is not a path towards higher development 
but a time of standstill or even regression. The divine spark of spirit in the human being had been 
ignored and therefore could not manifest itself. The strength of divine love could not flow into the 
being and, as a result, the unity with the spirit of the eternal Father could not take place either. The 
soul takes this lightless state, which it had chosen for itself on earth, across into eternity and there, 
with endless pain of regret, contemplates the wasted time on earth and now has to struggle far more 
strenuously to improve its situation....

Amen

The voice of conscience.... B.D. No. 7698

September 13th 1960

ou are guided into perfection and need My support for this, because you once relinquished all  
your strength and became weak, lightless living beings which had to remain in the abyss until  

My love took hold of them and helped them to ascend again. Although you now have acquired a 
certain level of maturity it is not enough to guarantee the path of ascent which you still have to cover  
during your earthly life. You need My strength and guidance for this. And if you are conscious of your 
weakness, if you look around for help, then I Am already by your side just waiting for your request for 
help.... but you have to make this request to Me of your own free will because I will not force your  
will by any means whatsoever.

Y

Yet I Am always willing to give you the help you ask for, just as I will always provide you with 
strength as soon as you desire it. And in order to awaken this desire within yourselves I occasionally 
will let you feel your weakness and darkness particularly strongly. This is only a sign of My love for 
you  because  I  want  to  win  you  for  Myself,  because  by  this  means  I  want  to  persuade  you  to 
voluntarily ask for My help. And for this reason you have to believe in Me first....
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The knowledge of a God and Creator will certainly be passed on to you, which you only need to 
accept and think about and with good will you can also believe it. You can rest assured that I will help 
you to acquire firm faith if only you have the will to think and act correctly.... if only you will listen 
to your inner voice which will always guide you correctly.

And My voice will express itself in every person as their voice of conscience.... but it can be heard 
or ignored, which is entirely up to the person's own will. Hence their voice of conscience will inform 
the human being of right and wrong; the voice of conscience will teach him about the fundamental 
law, about love, because as a human being he knows exactly what gives him joy and a sense of well-
being and what causes suffering and misery.... Therefore he can also behave towards his fellow human 
being such that it serves his well-being and protects him from physical harm.... And thus love can arise 
in him, and due to his love the light of knowledge will illuminate him too....

Every human being can learn to think and act correctly because the delicate feeling expressed by the 
voice of his conscience was given to him by Me. As soon as he takes notice of it, his nature, which at 
the start of his incarnation as a human being was still greatly steeped in selfish love, can change into 
love for other people. This then will guarantee a strong, living faith in Me, his God and Creator, and 
then  he  will  soon recognise  his  Father  in  Me,  Who loves  him and wants  to  draw him close  to 
Himself....  And he will strive for this bond of his own free will.  I  will be able to guide him into  
perfection, because I will grant help to every human being, I will leave no person in weakness and 
ignorance, I Am and remain his guide for the duration of his earthly life as long as he does not oppose  
Me, as long as his will consents to being influenced by his voice of conscience.... which will always 
happen when the soul is willing to achieve the purpose and goal of its life.... Then the human being 
can always be certain that I will do everything on My part to help him achieve perfection, that he will  
never be left to himself and that he will accomplish his goal without doubt....

Amen

Free will.... B.D. No. 7837

February 28th 1961

nly your will determines whether you achieve perfection on this earth. Hence earthly life is a 
matter of your free decision of will. But this does not relate to earthly questions or opinions 

about earthly plans, it is purely a matter for your soul to make the right decision as to which Lord it  
accepts above itself.  But the human being cannot be forced by either side to make this  decision, 
consequently 'free will' cannot ever be refuted, in spite of the fact that people repeatedly attempt to do 
so. Only the human being's innermost thoughts matter and this is not subject to any force. For this 
reason the  person  can  only  be  influenced  by ideas,  speeches  and  various  events  which  are  thus 
intended to affect his thoughts (his will). And this is attempted by the divine as well as by the God-
opposing aspect. However, it is always the person's own decision as to which influence he submits 
himself (yields).... The human being's will is free.... Hence one day he also has to be accountable for 
the direction he gave his will, because he was given his life as a human being for the purpose of 
testing his will and sooner or later the soul will have to endure the consequences of its will's decision.

O

The human being is able to turn his will towards God in every situation of life.... And he can equally  
submit  himself  to  His  adversary....  but  he  will  never  be  able  to  hold  anyone  responsible  for  his 
decision of will, neither his fellow human being nor a worldly power, neither God Himself nor His 
adversary, because it is entirely up to his free will as to whether the direction of his thoughts aim 
towards God or His adversary.... But his destiny is always determined by God such that he can easily 
find God, as long as he no longer offers Him inner resistance.... which is thus determined by his free 
will. People are inclined to refute free will because they are not always able to do what they want to 
do,  however,  it  is  not  always a  question  of  what  they  do,  but  what  they  want.  For  they  can  be 
prevented from carrying out actions, again due to the effects of spiritual influences.... but the volition 
itself cannot be prevented. Therefore the human being should be critical of himself with regard to the 
direction of his will's expression.... because during his life on earth he knows that he is expected to 
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turn towards God, because God Himself constantly conveys this information to him and he does not 
live his earthly life entirely without knowledge.... But since he is also influenced by God's adversary it  
will be inevitable that he has to think about it, and therefore he is already urged to make a decision....

And thus this, too, is the battle between light and darkness, which has to be settled by the person 
himself and which would be inconceivable without the human being's free will, otherwise only the 
positive  and  negative  powers  would  fight  each  other  and  one  power  would  then  emerge  as  the 
winner.... But this is not how the battle between light and darkness should be understood, because it 
concerns the human being's soul which, in free will, makes its own choice regarding itself. The human 
being's life on earth is therefore an uninterrupted chain of experiences, discoveries and impressions 
which stimulate his thinking and which can also enable his thoughts to move into the right direction. 
But since God's adversary was granted the right to fight for the soul as well, his thinking will also be 
subject to negative influences and then he will  have to make his choice.  And the intensity of his 
resistance to God determines the outcome, it determines the soul's fate after the body's death, which 
can be exceedingly joyful but also intensely painful. However, irrespective how the will decides.... 
God's love never abandons the soul, and if it does not achieve its goal in this earthly life it will indeed 
delay its salvation for an infinitely long time, but sooner or later the right decision will be made by the 
will, since God's love is strength which the soul will not oppose forever....

Amen

Earthly task: Volition.... Wrong endeavour.... B.D. No. 5557

December 15th 1952

ou had to walk a difficult path before you reached the point when you were able to make the last  
test of will.... Your soul, which had previously been dissolved into countless sparks of soul in  

order to endure a process of maturing in a constrained state, has assembled itself again.... Once again 
you have attained your self-awareness and as individual beings you are about to make a free choice: to 
choose the Lord to whom you want to belong.... This decision is the purpose and goal of your earthly 
life, and this decision has to be made of your own free will. It cannot be made by someone on your 
behalf  nor can it  be delayed, it  has to be made without fail  by the end of your life, because this 
decision will determine your fate for eternity. Your attitude towards this task during your earthly life is 
therefore immensely serious.... it can result in light and bliss but also in death and destruction, and you 
alone determine this through your will. But you are hardly bothered by it, even when you are informed 
of the reason for your earthly life, even when your eternal fate is described to you as either glorious or 
dreadful. Because you don’t believe that sooner or later you will have to be accountable for your will. 
However, you cannot be forced to believe it, consequently the belief is rarely found amongst humanity 
and people only rarely accomplish their  goal  of deciding for the right  Lord.  Yet disbelief  has its 
price....

Y

People increasingly forget their task in life, their every consideration merely concerns the world 
regardless of the fact that they will soon have to leave it. They face again what they leave behind. The  
memory of their past course of suffering through the material forms was taken from them because 
they will have to make their decision with freedom of will and may not choose the right Lord out of 
fear.... Hence there is an imminent danger that their decision will be detrimental to them, that they will 
devote all their senses to matter and by doing so also choose the lord of this world, to whom they will 
fall victim once more and whom they will also have to thank for being banished into hard matter again 
due to their wrong decision. Because they should turn their eyes towards heaven, they should strive to 
ascend and turn away from the world. Then the right choice was made, then the course through the 
whole of creation was successful, then earthly life will result in the being’s culmination, then the soul 
has found the right Lord and will hasten to meet Him.... Then the person has passed the test of will on 
earth and can discard the heavy earthly body and enter eternity as a pure spirit, then the former long 
earthly progress on earth has not been in vain.... The being has found its way back to its source, it has  
recognised the Father and surrendered itself to Him for all eternity.
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Amen

Will and deed.... Responsibility.... B.D. No. 2489

October 1st 1942

he  will  brings  forth  the  deed.  The  will  is  therefore  decisive  although  only  the  deed  is  the 
verification of the will. Without the will the deed cannot be carried out; but even without the deed 

the will has to be justified before God because it manifests the human being's nature, the impulse for  
good or for evil. In order to implement the will the human being has to use the energy of life which 
flows through him, thus he can accomplish good as well as bad deeds, but to do so he always has to  
use  the strength  which God Himself  has  given him.  Consequently,  if  he commits  a  bad deed he 
accomplishes it with the help of divine strength and thus does something for which he is accountable 
before God. He has, in fact, used his will to increase the strength of God's adversary with the strength 
he receives from God because every bad deed is surrender to the evil power and therefore increases it. 
The human will turns away from God and towards the evil power with every deed which opposes God 
and bad intention.

T

If the human will is good, i.e. directed towards God, then he will always use the energy of life to  
benefit other people. He will be constantly occupied with helping others, i.e. he will allow his will to  
become a deed. If the deeds are the result of love, i.e. if love causes the human will to become active, 
then his will is turned towards God. Therefore the will has voluntarily chosen God and every deed 
resulting from this will is justified before God, and God evaluates this deed in accordance with the 
'will to love'....

Amen

Good and evil.... Law of eternity.... B.D. No. 3901

October 11th 1946

 also concede to evil but it is never My will, because evil contradicts My eternal law, it is a wrongly 
directed  will  which  withdraws  from  Me  and  strives  towards  something  entirely  ungodly....  a 

condition which completely opposes the original state of My created being.... However, My created 
being has to have the option of aspiring towards good and evil, thus good and evil have to exist if the 
being wants to remain perfect or to become it of its own free will. Everything which contradicts My 
law of eternity is evil, everything which remains within My eternal order is good; but the fact that the 
being can sense or develop a desire towards either direction within itself is My will, and that it can 
feel every longing in its heart is My work. My wisdom and My love are the reasons why I have 
created the being in this way because I want to guide it towards eternal bliss and this necessitates 
being  able  to  voluntarily  aspire  towards  good.  In  order  to  develop  strength  it  has  to  meet  with 
resistance....  in order to be good the human being also needs to have the option to be evil and to 
become or remain good of his own accord, or his perfection would be a mere act of My love but 
would lack the highest degree for which free will is indispensable which, however, first has to be 
tested.

I

Evil can never be called good and can never be said to originate from Me although I also allow room 
for evil, although I concede to it. Evil thoughts, evil talk and evil actions are outside of My divine 
order.... But if My will prevented the human being from thinking, talking and doing evil he would not 
be a free, independent and self-determining living creation but a mere product of My willpower which 
could never assert its claim to become perfect. But I want to shape perfect living beings for Myself 
which I can enlighten with My strength of love and, by doing so, make them extremely happy. And for 
this purpose they need to have passed the test of will to aspire, of their own accord, of their own free 
will, towards the highest degree of perfection.... This also requires the option of descending into a 
state  of imperfection,  the furthest  distance from Me. My will  is  and remains  eternally  good, and 
anything which voluntarily submits to My will shall also be and remain good; anything which acts 
contrary to My will thus prefers evil and I will not prevent it, although it deprives itself of its own 
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perfection, it does not pass its test of will. And even if it  has descended into the deepest abyss it 
inevitably has to ascend again of its own free will, although it needs an infinitely long time to once 
again achieve a degree of perfection which would allow My proximity. And precisely for that reason 
its will has to be given some leeway in order that the eternal divine order can be counteracted, but I 
will never approve of it nor shall it ever be My will. Thus good and evil will continue until every spirit  
has been redeemed, that is, until everything which has emerged from Me has passed its test of will to 
voluntarily aspire towards good, the Divine, until it has found Me of its own free will and as a most  
perfected being will then be able to enjoy all delights of eternal bliss....

Amen

Atonement of guilt through Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 6513

March 30th 1956

aking humanity's suffering upon Myself  was indescribably difficult....  There was not one bad 
deed  which  did  not  have  to  have  an  effect  on  people,  and  you  would  have  had  to  suffer 

immeasurably if you yourselves had had to remove every sin weighing heavily on you. The sin of the 
former rebellion against God was so immense by itself that you would have been unable to atone for 
it, neither in your constrained nor in the human state.... For this reason I took all your guilt upon 
Myself, I collected the result of every evil deed and burdened My human body with it, which then 
atoned for your guilt by suffering an extremely painful death on the cross.... I was moved by My love 
to help you.... And all the spirits of light, all first created entities who remained loyal to Me, were 
filled by the same love for you.... Love, however, will never let anything go astray, love will not leave 
anything in darkness, distress and agony.... Love offered Itself for the deliverance, for the redemption 
of the immense guilt.... Love Itself descended to earth in an entity filled with light and love.... But the 
forthcoming events on earth had to take place in a human form; Love had to take on a human garment, 
I had to embody Myself in the flesh and therefore took abode in the human being Jesus, Who was 
nevertheless so pure and without sin that I was able to manifest Myself in Him.... And this human 
being Jesus made

T

Amends for your guilt, Jesus the man took humanity's enormous burden of sin upon his shoulders 
and walked with it to the cross....

Even  if  the  inhuman  suffering  were  described  to  you  many  times,  you  would  be  unable  to 
comprehend its profundity because your nature's imperfection would prevent it.... His suffering was 
incomparably severe, and He knew of this well in advance since He was filled by My spirit, because I 
Myself had taken abode in Him. Consequently He knew everything, He knew about His mission as 
well as His crucifixion. His soul trembled and shook because He was a human being, and although the 
Divinity He had achieved due to His love certainly gave Him strength, it did not diminish the extent of 
suffering.... A human being walked to the cross Who wanted to suffer on behalf of His fellow human 
beings in order to help them. Because this human being knew about the immense suffering of those 
who were held captive in the abyss by My adversary.... Jesus knew that a sacrifice had to be made in 
order to purchase the souls from this opponent.... He knew that the immense guilt of sin had to be 
atoned for to satisfy the Father's justice, Who could not admit any child burdened by guilt into the 
parental home.... He wanted to return My children to Me, He wanted to pay the purchase price for the 
souls.... And since the guilt was enormous, the sacrifice also had to be exceptionally momentous....

And for this reason Jesus the man knowingly accepted the suffering, for this reason He allowed what 
was done to Him and what no other human being except Him could have endured.... He consciously 
walked the path to the cross and suffered indescribable torment which ultimately ended with a most 
painful death on the cross.... You humans are still unable to appreciate the magnitude of this act of 
compassion but you should always remember that He was completely innocent and suffered on behalf 
of you, who could never have returned to the Father from the abyss without His act of Salvation.... I  
Myself was within Jesus the human being, He was full of love because He could never have done this 
task without it. However, I had to remain silent during the most painful hours of His path of suffering 
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because a human being had to suffer and die, since the Divinity within Him could not suffer, but 
according to divine justice the Divinity within Him could not redeem any guilt without atonement 
either.... One day you will be able to understand the full depth of what is still inconceivable to you, 
and then you, too, will be able to participate in this greatest act of mercy. Due to His human existence 
Jesus the man lived in your realm and His soul, having descended from the kingdom of light, suffered 
terribly because it had looked into the deepest darkness and was besieged by the forces of hell.... Thus 
Jesus the human being not only suffered physically but endured the most intense torments of soul 
which increased His suffering a thousand fold.... However, He brought you humans salvation from sin 
and death....

Amen

Serious admonition and warning of transience.... B.D. No. 5594

February 3rd 1953

ou should become aware of the fact  that everything is  temporary and that you, too,  have a 
transient body, that you will have to leave everything behind when the hour of your passing from 

this  earth has come,  that  only your soul  will  continue to  exist,  and namely in  the state  that  you 
yourselves have prepared for it on earth. You should become aware of the fact that it will take your 
human attitude concerning the world along into the spiritual kingdom, that it  will still  cling to or 
despise matter in the same way as you have done on earth. But it will experience a tremendously 
painful state if matter had been its sole endeavour, which it will then have to leave behind and thus 
arrive in a poor and miserable state in the realm of the beyond instead of happily soaring upwards with 
ease and in freedom, if it is not burdened by its ties to earth, if its endeavours on earth were already 
aimed towards the spirit....

Y

You humans should consider that the world can only give you illusive possessions which will not  
last, which will enslave you if you do not rise above them and recognise them for what they are. Greed 
for matter, for earthly possessions, is the soul’s greatest danger, and this greed is extreme in people of 
this earth and will steadily increase as the end is approaching. People have become entirely blind in 
spirit, their thoughts are confused, they plan and work only for the world and ignore their soul by 
letting it starve, and yet only the soul will continue to exist after everything else has passed away. And 
thus people are constantly reminded of their futile beginnings and what fate their soul can expect after  
death. Their attention is drawn to it, yet they can only ever be reminded and warned but not forced to 
change their will and thoughts. However, they ignore these reminders and warnings and also remain 
indifferent to the proclamation of the approaching end because they do not believe it.

This is why God manifests Himself from time to time so obviously by taking away what people 
refuse to give up themselves. It is indeed a divine revelation but only few people recognise it as such.  
It is a revelation which distinctly shows God’s actions to people because there is nothing they can do 
about  it,  since  they  are  unable  to  defend  themselves,  since  they  have  to  admit  their  complete 
helplessness and for this reason could certainly recognise that a higher power is active in accordance 
with Its will. But they refuse to acknowledge this power, indeed they would rather deny It and cannot 
be stopped since they have free will. God speaks everywhere and His voice can be heard by everyone, 
and yet most will remain unaffected by it and only have eyes for the world and its goods. The craving 
for matter will not grow silent in their hearts; accordingly, they would like to retrieve everything lost 
very quickly but continue to let their soul starve. Even so, God will not cease in His endeavour to 
release people from matter. To this end, many things will still happen before the last days and good for 
those  who recognise  the  meaning  and  purpose  of  destruction  and devastation  and  the  One Who 
commands creation. Good for those who recognise God within everything that takes place and call on 
Him for protection and help in the face of adversity.... They will receive help on earth as well as in the 
spiritual kingdom; they will live although they have died....

Amen
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Serious admonition.... Materialistic outlook.... B.D. No. 5705

June 22nd 1953

ou humans only have eyes for the world, you only lust after earthly treasures, you aim to satisfy 
the appetites of your bodies, you only move in an area dominated by matter but everything of a 

spiritual nature is silenced by you.... Yet your body is only the shell for what will continue to exist  
after your physical death, your body is only your soul’s abode for a short period of time. It is the soul 
which should accomplish maturity through earthly life, but because of your materialistic attitude you 
let it starve, and thus it will enter the spiritual kingdom in a wretched condition. The physical world is 
the kingdom of the banished spirits, although you live on it as human beings too it is nevertheless your 
last stage before your entrance into the spiritual kingdom. As long as you are so dominated by the 
worldly spirit that you only ever desire material possessions, that you only plan and work for this 
earthly world, you will be enslaved by matter, even though, as its master, you should rise above it. You 
are using your whole energy of life to purely reinforce the realm of God’s adversary when you strive 
for the world and its commodities. But you should use the energy of life to gather spiritual values, to 
acquire eternal treasures, you should voluntarily part  with commodities which are short-lived and 
which will be taken from you one day, which you cannot take across into eternity. You should use your 
energy of life correctly and acquire everlasting values you can work with in the spiritual kingdom, 
they represent treasures for you which will make you truly happy.

Y

You are more than just all material creations, because these were only created for you to serve you as 
a means to reach perfection.... But you humans fail to recognise their value, you are aiming for the 
world instead of recognising it as a obstacle to your spiritual development. You serve matter rather 
than let matter serve you, you allow yourselves to be controlled by it and become its slaves. And that  
means that you are preparing your soul’s death, that it will be surrounded by a thick cover when it  
enters the kingdom of the beyond so that no ray of light can get through this cover. Consequently the 
soul will suffer tremendously until the cover is dissolved, which could take an eternity, providing the 
cover does not get increasingly harder still and there is no further hope for the soul to discard it. You 
humans have no idea what you are doing to your soul when you are focussed on earthly-material 
things, when you only want to acquire material things. Recognise the transience of your surroundings 
and remember what is everlasting. Do not live your earthly life in vain because you only received it 
for the maturing of your soul, of the spiritual essence within you, which can only use spiritual food in 
order to develop, in order to leave the body without a cover when your hour has come.... Consider 
your soul and turn your mind towards the spirit.... because your soul will continue to exist but all  
worldliness will pass away....

Amen

Marriage.... In the presence of God and before the world.... B.D. No. 4357

June 29th 1948

ou  have  to  find  each  other  in  love  otherwise  a  union  is  not  blessed  by  Me.  Marriage  is 
togetherness; it is a living together in most heart-felt harmony. Marriage is a state which cannot 

be lawfully created but its prerequisite is always profoundly unselfish love which, once it is kindled 
within the heart, can never be extinguished again. Because the right kind of love unites the hearts, it is  
not a physical love which looks for fulfilment in the intoxication of senses, it is not a demanding love. 
Ever-giving and happiness-imparting love is the foundation of a marriage which is blessed by Me.

Y

Marriage is a sincere community of two people whose hearts feel pure love for each other....  A 
marriage like that cannot be undone because true love can never cease. And this marriage will take 
place as soon as two people commend themselves to Me for the blessing of their bond. Then they are 
husband and wife before Me and they shall remain together until death separates them. Anyone who 
gets married in this way will always have a sense of belonging to the other person even if external 
circumstances separate them. My blessing will rest upon them because the most sacred feeling, having 
its source in Me, was the cause of the relationship, which is the primary condition for a marriage 
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intended by Me.... But pure love is rarely to be found on earth these days, although marital bonds are 
nevertheless still formed. This is not against My will because humanity should reproduce itself, given 
that countless souls are awaiting their embodiment in order to cover their last stage of development in 
the  world  of  matter.  Hence  the  marriage  between  two  people  has  to  be  given  an  externally 
recognisable form, a structure which incorporates certain laws, obligations and rights. Without them 
people would contravene My necessary order too easily and thereby jeopardise their children's correct 
education which, however, is of utmost significance for their spiritual development. The legal form of 
the marriage ceremony is therefore in accordance with My will, but whether My particular blessing 
rests on it depends on the degree of mutual love between both husband and wife, whereas it depends 
on My blessing whether a wedding ceremony is being conducted before people or in My presence.

If  a  marriage  ceremony  is  conducted  for  other  reasons  without  deep  mutual  love,  then  the 
relationship will certainly be valid before the world, and I would not withhold My support if it is  
requested, but it is not a marriage in the true sense of the word which is pleasing to Me, it is not the  
state of union wanted by Me which, due to love, becomes an act of happiness that will be blessed by 
Me.  Because  the  giving  principle  will  always  be  predominant  in  the  presence  of  pure  love, 
consequently I, Who Am love Itself, will never be excluded from a marriage like that, and My spirit 
will govern the people and work in those who step before Me as husband and wife and ask for My 
blessing....

Amen

Will for descendants.... Waiting souls.... B.D. No. 2795

July 3rd 1943

ountless souls are waiting for embodiment and thus new generations have to arise time and again. 
Human beings have to be born all the time so that souls can occupy their bodies during their final 

period of development on earth. Hence people’s willingness is always necessary for the embodiment 
of a soul, and at the same time it is also an act of love for the unredeemed soul if people offer it the 
opportunity for its final incarnation on earth. Only the will to awaken a new life should be the reason 
for a union between a man and a woman; without this will the bodily function, which is only intended 
for the awakening of a human life, is unlawfully performed. Many sins are committed in this respect,  
i.e. the divine will is not taken into account, the body is not educated to carry out its correct task and 
subsequently many souls wait  in  vain and cannot  incarnate  even though they have the degree of 
development  which permits an earthly embodiment.  These souls remain close to earth and try to 
persuade people to unite, especially people who are in love, since love has to be the motivating force 
for a union to bring forth new life. Love between two human beings is essential to give the awakened 
soul during its short time on earth the opportunity to achieve the kind of maturity which will result in 
its entrance into the realm of light. A loveless union provides the opportunity for embodiment to those 
souls  whose  bad  instincts  are  still  particularly  strong  and  who,  as  a  result,  have  to  struggle 
considerably during their earthly life to overcome these instincts....

C

The human will to have children is, however, mostly due to love for each other, and it is of great 
advantage for the incarnating soul if this love prevails because the spark of love leaps into the new-
born being and it can gain spiritual maturity on earth much easier. Nevertheless, the effort to avoid 
descendants can be harmful to the souls who are willing to incarnate, in as much as people’s sexuality 
adds to the same urges in the new being whose soul consequently constantly has to fight against them 
during its earthly life. Souls who cannot incarnate nevertheless stay close to people and trouble them, 
i.e. they try to influence people to unite for the purpose of procreation. Understandably, in that case 
physical desires will always be stronger since the souls only try to influence people along the lines of 
their  inclination,  they  just  want  to  transfer  physical  lusts  to  get  the  opportunity  for  their  own 
embodiment.  Consequently,  people  who  unite  sexually  without  love  shoulder  a  tremendous 
responsibility as they are surrounded by souls who want to incarnate, and their lust attracts equally 
disposed souls who use these uninhibited moments to occupy a newly created being which now starts 
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its earthly path of life as a human being. And such souls are mainly predominant because only few 
souls entered life as a result of love and a conscious will for descendants. For this reason human 
generations will become consistently less spiritual because there is little love between people who 
were also born without love....

Amen

The human being’s destiny.... Desire for truth.... B.D. No. 6100

November 6th 1954

he human being's destiny is the perfection of his soul on earth.... You humans were given the goal 
of spiritual maturity, which you should strive for and accomplish voluntarily, so that you will be 

suitable for the spiritual kingdom at the end of your earthly life. However, this irrefutable truth is only 
accepted by a few who will  live their  earthly lives accordingly....  Most people's thoughts are still  
deluded,  they  are  spiritually  blind  and  will  not  allow themselves  to  be  disturbed  when they  are 
confronted by the truth.... They are only able to demonstrate their soul's low degree of development 
but do nothing in order to improve it.... they do not believe.... neither in a purpose of earthly life nor in 
accountability. Nor do they believe in a connection between creation and Creator.... and do not look 
for any clarification of what is tremendously important: what will happen to them after they have left 
their earthly body.... since they do not believe in life after death either....

T

Nevertheless, their unbelief will not protect them from their responsibility because they have free 
will and are not forced into unbelief, into their attitude towards God.... to Whom they could have 
given themselves voluntarily in order to then be constantly guided in their thoughts and actions as a 
result of their right attitude for God.... Because every person can turn to God, and he has no valid 
excuse for turning away from him other than that he doesn't want to.... Because as soon as he wants to 
know the truth it will be given to him by God, and then the human being himself will establish the 
right relationship with God.... That people's thoughts and wants differ is their own doing since the 
desire for truth assures correct thinking. Hence everyone should scrutinise himself as to how much he 
himself wants the truth.... If he indifferently accepts everything given to him as credible he will have 
no desire for truth himself or else he would scrutinise it.... And if he rejects everything given to him it 
could equally be an indifference to truth, which he is not seeking and which he therefore will never be 
able to recognise as truth either.

It is a person's own fault if he is ignorant, if he walks in spiritual blindness, because there is no 
desire for truth in him.... And no person can use the excuse that he does not know what truth is and 
could never assess it himself either.... on account of which he will reject everything. It is undeniably 
impossible for him to examine whether any information is based on truth, because he has to request 
God's support for it.... since his intellect alone is unable to carry out such an investigation. However, 
as soon as he turns to God Himself for support, for spiritual enlightenment, he will clearly know and 
be able  to  differentiate  between truth and error....  But this  requires faith  in  God....  And even the 
intellect will be able to affirm this faith if the person's will is good.... because all of creation is witness  
to the existence of a wise, omnipotent Creator and every intelligent human being wanting to penetrate 
the truth should be able to call upon this creative Spirit of eternity for help.... And he will soon receive  
clarification about his task on earth; he will give the right meaning to his life on earth and no longer 
live carelessly. He will be conscious of his responsibility for his soul and enable it to achieve the  
highest possible level of perfection....

Amen

The human being’s true home.... B.D. No. 9009

July 6th 1965

o not be offended if My Word is also rejected as incorrect, because pure truth can only emanate  
from Me Myself. And that you are taught by Me Myself can be easily established as soon as  D
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people of good will have scrutinised the spiritual information they received from you. Although it is 
not  possible  to  provide any evidence because people are  completely unfamiliar  with the spiritual 
information which, for reasons of religious liberty, cannot be reinforced by proof but everyone of 
goodwill can feel the certainty within himself to be on the right path. Thus he is also able to believe  
without proof, and yet he will know that what he believes is right.... However, this world and the 
spiritual kingdom are two entirely different realms which are only connected to each other through 
faith. Nevertheless, when you receive the kind of knowledge from the spiritual kingdom which cannot 
be gained intellectually, you humans can accept it without hesitation as a sign of the reality of this 
realm, because regions are made accessible to you which only I Myself can truthfully explain to you....

Hence it is not a sign of a keen intellect if a person wants to deny this kingdom just because he 
himself does not know anything about it. But every human being could acquire this evidence of a 
spiritual world if he would ask Me for it,  although he is usually prevented from doing so by his 
intellect which only wants to know what can be verified.  And therefore he cannot go beyond the 
boundaries of his intellect, he creates his own limitations, namely by his unbelief which prevents him 
to think about anything beyond the earthly realm, to seriously think about problems which cannot be 
solved, in order  to then ask the Creator  Himself  for an explanation.  However,  because he has to 
believe in a Creator in order to do this, only the devout person will be able to establish contact with 
Him, and the unbeliever will remain content with the world he can see and which is the real world to 
him. Yet consider the results a person could gain were he, apart from his keen intellect, also deeply 
devout, who would turn to Me with every question which I would duly answer.... But there are only a 
few of them, most people shun such contact with the spiritual kingdom since their  fellow human 
beings would then regard them as supernatural people who do not fit into the structure of the earthly 
world.

And yet,  if  only you knew how beneficial  the work of such people can be,  how important the 
knowledge is which they receive from above, you would do anything to benefit from their knowledge 
since it is the path that leads you humans from the earthly into the spiritual kingdom.... which is every  
person’s true home and which one day will  receive you all,  irrespective of whether you are fully  
mature or not. I Myself offer you an incredible blessing by speaking to you in order to unite these two 
realms, in order to give all people the opportunity to take the step from the earthly into the spiritual 
kingdom, and you reject this blessing because your intellect opposes it, because you do not want to let 
your heart speak.... However, your heart cannot speak to you because you lack love.... For this reason 
you are constantly reminded to love, because only your love for Me and your fellow human being can 
soften your heart and you become more willing to listen to Me. I only ever just ask for your love in 
order to then give you knowledge which would surpass your intellect, which would make you truly 
happy. Because taking a glimpse into spheres which are otherwise closed to mortals will please every 
person and provide him with the tranquil joy of a knower who no longer walks in darkness but to 
whom everything has become light and clear....

And especially  the  fact  that  people  are  able  to  elevate  their  thoughts  into  previously  unknown 
spheres  should  convince  you  of  the  truth  of  such  knowledge.  Hence  you  should  acquire  this 
knowledge for yourselves, always remembering that you yourselves will inhabit this kingdom one day, 
that you are merely temporarily living on earth and sooner or later will enter your true home. Then 
you will establish the relationship with Me again, Who followed you into the abyss, Who waited until  
you, as human beings, were able to consciously unite with Me again, in order to then make you happy 
once more by giving you the knowledge which previously used to belong to you in great measure.... 
But then you will not be far from your final homecoming, you will return into your Father’s house 
which you once left voluntarily....

Amen
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Spiritual low level necessitates upheaval of earth.... B.D. No. 7581

April 19th 1960

ou will  not  experience  a  spiritual  renaissance  on this  earth  anymore.  A low level  has  been 
reached which almost cannot be surpassed because people merely exist with worldly intentions. 

They do not consider a spiritual life nor do they ask themselves whether they are fulfilling their real 
earthly  task,  because  they  cannot  recognise  any  other  earthly  task  except  serving  their  physical 
wellbeing and enjoying life to the fullest.... Only few people start their daily activity with spiritual 
thoughts, and only these few live their earthly life consciously.... They sense that the human being is 
not on earth merely for the sake of earthly life. They think about it, and since they are of good will 
they gradually come to understand the purpose of their earthly life. But there are only few of them, 
and  a  person  will  hardly  ever  succeed  in  guiding  a  fellow  human  being  on  the  same  path  and 
convincing him of his true destiny. And thus one can speak of a low level spiritual which necessitates 
a change, which involves such a breakdown of creation that it inevitably has to result in an earthly and 
spiritual turning point.

Y

There have been many times indeed when people lived without God, where much injustice happened 
and satanic activity was plainly evident. But this situation has gone too far, almost all people now lead 
a superficial life, they no longer think about it, they have no sense of responsibility, they grow up 
without faith or merely conform to conventional faith, which is entirely worthless for the development 
of the soul. And they are also swayed by error, by wrong thinking, they are far from the truth and 
cannot find it either because they are without love.... And the reason for humanity's ailment is that 
love has grown cold.... that people are no longer able to believe in a God and Creator, Who is love, 
wisdom and might in Himself and to Whom they will have to be accountable for their conduct one 
day.... They lack love and therefore also awareness, they are spiritually blind and walking towards the 
abyss. The end will come without fail because order has to be re-established if higher development, 
which is the purpose for people's life on earth, is to continue.

Whatever can be saved before the end shall be saved, because God's love will help wherever the 
smallest measure of will for good exists. However, it would be wrong to rely on people changing their  
attitude towards God and faith, it would be wrong to rely on a spiritual change that supposedly will  
take place on this earth. Because people grant God's adversary too much power and he truly is using it  
well. Hence one day his activity will have to come to an end, God will have to take his power from 
him, his era will have to be brought to an end, and that will also involve impounding his followers as  
well as himself so that his evil actions will be over for a long time. It will also necessitate a breakdown 
and  transformation  of  the  creations  which  shelter  spiritual  substances  on  earth,  which  in  turn 
necessitate  a  new  creation....  the  formation  of  a  new  earth,  so  that  spiritual  development  can 
continue.... And God knows when the time is right for this, He knows when humanity has reached its 
lowest level, when a transformation of earth and all its creation is necessary and, furthermore, He will 
keep to this time in accordance with His plan of eternity....

Amen

God’s bond of love.... B.D. No. 5961

May 19th 1954

llow yourselves to  get captured by My love and you will  be free from him who is  entirely 
without love, and who therefore also tries to deprive you of My love when you are his slaves. 

My love certainly will wrap a solid band around you, it will tightly tie you to Me, so to speak, and yet  
you will endure this bond with joy and happiness and will not want to loosen it again.... You will 
submit yourselves to Me as your God and Lord but you will also recognise the Father in Me, Whom 
you voluntarily hasten to meet in order to show your love for Me as well. Although the bond of My 
love  does  not  compel  you,  you  will  certainly  never  leave  Me  again,  but  you  are  nevertheless 
completely free living creations, you are My children who take up the Father's inheritance and thus 
work and create with Me in blissful happiness. Because I do not wrap My bond of love around you 
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against your will, I wait until you allow yourselves to be bound, until you push towards Me yourselves 
so that I can take hold of you and never let go of you again....

But in order for you to want to connect and stay connected to Me I talk to you, because I want that 
you learn to recognise Me as your God and Father, Whose love belongs to you since the beginning, so 
that you also recognise Me Myself as love.... Because you first have to recognise Me in order to strive 
towards Me.... And I give you light because it is still dark in you.... I Am still so veiled before your 
eyes that you are unable to recognise Me and thus have no desire to unite with Me.... until your eyes 
perceive a gentle shine coming from Me which soothingly enters your heart. And then you will open 
the door of your heart to Me and you want Me to enter.... Then you already desire My closeness, and 
then you will also do everything to hold on to Me, and then My love will embrace you and keep you 
captive, and you will be happy and never want to let go of Me again.... Allow yourselves to be seized 
by My love, and you will already be blissful beings on earth.... Enter consciously into unity with Me 
and you will become free from the enemy of your souls who cannot follow you when you seek My 
closeness.... Remember that the mere longing for Me will liberate you because I will then be able to 
approach you Myself, and where I Am My adversary takes flight. You throw away an oppressive chain 
and gladly submit to My might, you voluntarily allow yourselves to be bound and are pleased with 
this captivity, because in My love you will be eternally happy....

Amen
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